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Parliamo Italiano! 
Il Quaderno di Sandrino

PRONOUNCE ITALIAN BRANDS LIKE AN ITALIAN 
BY SANDRO CUCCIA

Obviously, Italian fashion and cars are famous all over the world! However, do people other than 
Italians know how to properly pronounce Italian brand names? Do you? Let’s test your pronunciation 
of the most important brands!

ITALIAN FASHION BRANDS:

GUCCI
This famous luxury fashion brand was founded in Florence in 1921. It’s well-known almost 
everywhere in the world and often imitated. The name derives from its founder,  
Guccio Gucci. The most common mistake made when pronouncing Gucci is to ignore one 
of the two “c” letters. Remember: extra emphasis on double consonants. Now, can you 
pronounce “Guccio Gucci”?

ARMANI
Yet another well-known brand of clothing (and now food, apparently!) This company was 
founded in 1975 in the world’s fashion capital (and Sandrino’s birthplace): Milano!  
Watch those vowels!

DOLCE & GABBANA
The name derives from the union of the surnames of the founders: Domenico Dolce and Stefano 
Gabbana. Many foreigners say “Dolce and Gabbana”, but look… it’s an Italian company, right?  
So why are you using “and” instead of the Italian “e” ? Picky, I know. Also, 
remember to pronounce “Dolce“ with the final “e”, but not with an American 
pronunciation, which makes it more similar to the Italian “i”: as in “cheese.” Finally,  
I remind you again to always pay attention to double consonants, as in “Gabbana”!

VALENTINO
This high-end fashion brand, headquartered in Milano of course, takes its name from 
its founder: the great Italian designer, Valentino Clemente Ludovico Garavani. OK, the 
first name is indeed important, but his entire name is a good exercise in Italian 
pronunciation! Try it!

VERSACE
This is perhaps the most difficult brand to pronounce for non-native Italian speakers. 
As with the “Dolce“ above, pay attention to pronouncing the final “e” of “Versace“ – 
actually, both of letters ‘e’. That is, not like the double ‘e’ in “cheese” but like  
the ‘e’ in “Chester.”
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ITALIAN AUTOMOBILE BRANDS:

FERRARI
This brand – one of the greatest ones from Italy – is pronounced by rolling the double 
letters ‘r' in “Ferrari”. It’s easy to remember: simply rrrroarrrr them to make it sound like the 
rrroarrr of the famous Ferrari engine! Like this: “Ferrrrrrrrrari”! Don’t forget that it’s not 
just the students of Spanish that need to practice rolling their “r”, but students of Italian as 
well! I know what you’re thinking… What about students of French? Well, they have other 
pronunciation monstrosities to worry about! 😱

LAMBORGHINI
Another super famous automobile company! It’s based in Sant’Agata Bolognese, a town in 
the culinary region of Emilia-Romagna. Remember to pronounce the ‘Lamb’ like an Italian 
would; it’s not pronounced like the title of the movie, “Silence of the Lambs”! Il’s like the “la” 
in “do-re-mi-fa-sol-la…” And, of course, you know the rule about the letters ‘c’ and ‘g’ 
followed by ‘h’ and either ‘a’, ‘e’, or ‘i’. 

PIAGGIO
Have you heard of this one? It is the company that produces the iconic Vespa, a wonderful scooter 
that was patented in 1946, but which is still produced in its modern variants. Always remember 
to put some added emphasis on the double consonants!  
By the way, do you know what vespa means?

ALFA ROMEO
This company was founded in 1910 in Milano, and is famous today for the Giulietta and Mito models. 
Careful, though! The first letter in “Alfa” is not pronounced like the English “alpha” but like, 
“Ahhhhhh, that feels good!” Additionally, the word “Romeo” should not be pronounced the 
English way, but the only way – the Italian way! Place the emphasis on the ‘e’,  
not the first ‘o’. And… no cheese!

FIAT
The Italian car company par excellence! Founded in the late 1800s in Torino, it is famous 
today especially for the Fiat Panda and the Fiat Punto models, as well as the Fiat 500, 
popular in the U.S. English speakers tend to pronounce this more-or-less correctly, but if 
you really, REALLY want to impress the Fiat dealership here – and perhaps receive some 
special discounts – walk in and tell them you want to see the new “Fiat Cinquecento”!
By the way, did you know that Sandrino learned to drive in Palermo when he was 9 years old by 
puttering around in his grandmother’s Fiat 500? Sí, è vero! 
Here is the original cinquecento…
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